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A cultural history of gigantism in architecture and digital culture, from the Eiffel Tower to
the World Trade Center. The gigantic is everywhere, and gigantism is manifest in
everything from excessively tall skyscrapers to globe-spanning digital networks. In this
book, Henriette Steiner and Kristin Veel map and critique the trajectory of gigantism in
architecture and digital culture—the convergence of tall buildings and networked
infrastructures—from the Eiffel Tower to One World Trade Center. They show how these
two forms of gigantism intersect in the figure of the skyscraper with a transmitting
antenna on its roof, a gigantic building that is also a nodal point in a gigantic digital
infrastructure. Steiner and Veel focus on two paradigmatic tower sites: the Eiffel Tower
and the Twin Towers of the destroyed World Trade Center (as well as their
replacement, the One World Trade Center tower). They consider, among other things,
philosophical interpretations of the Eiffel Tower; the design and destruction of the Twin
Towers; the architectural debates surrounding the erection of One World Trade Center
on the Ground Zero site; and such recent examples of gigantism across architecture
and digital culture as Rem Koolhaas's headquarters for China Central TV and the
phenomenon of the “tech giant.” Examining the cultural, architectural, and media
history of these towers, they analyze the changing conceptions of the gigantism that
they represent, not just as physical structures but as sites for the projection of cultural
ideas and ideals.
A society’s culture is a contributing factor to the structure and design of its architecture.
As contemporary globalism brings about the evolution of the world, architectural style
evolves along with it, which can be observed on an international scale. Cultural
Influences on Architecture is a pivotal reference source for the latest research on the
impact of culture on architecture through the aspects of planning and production, and
highlights the importance of communicative dimension in design. Featuring exhaustive
coverage on a variety of relevant perspectives and topics, such as the evolution of
construction systems, benefits of nature-based architecture, and fundamentals of social
capital, this publication is ideally designed for researchers, scholars, and students
seeking current research on the connection between culture and architecture on a
global level.
A cast of leading writers and practitioners tackle the ethical questions that architects are
increasingly facing in their work, from practical considerations in construction to the
wider social context of buildings, their appearance, use and place in the narrative of the
environment. This book gives an account of these ethical questions from the
perspectives of historical architectural practice, philosophy, and business, and
examines the implications of such dilemmas. Taking the current discussion of ethics in
architecture on to a new stage, this volume provides an accumulation of diverse
opinions, focusing on architects' actions and products that materially affect the lives of
people in all urbanized societies.
Il libro celebra, attraverso un duplice percorso narrativo, l'Istituto Italiano di Cultura di
Stoccolma, progettato e arredato da Gio Ponti su commissione di Carlo Maurilio Lerici. I
contributi degli autori si pongono l'obiettivo di approfondire gli aspetti legati alla
committenza, alla progettazione e realizzazione dell'edificio e del design degli interni.
Corredano il volume una selezione di immagini tratte dall'archivio storico dell'Istituto e
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un nuovo reportage fotografico sugli elementi architettonici e di design che connotano
l'edificio. Se l'interesse di Ponti nei confronti della Svezia è argomento noto (si pensi
agli spazi dedicati al design svedese nelle pagine della rivista «Domus» sin dai primi
anni Cinquanta), risulta interessante approfondire e trovare risposte inerenti le
dinamiche che hanno vivacizzato la realizzazione della struttura. Gio Ponti supera
infatti l'idea originaria dell'architetto svedese Ture Wennerholm, per dar vita a un
progetto dove gli spazi, sebbene organizzati in base alla loro funzione, si susseguono
in un gioco armonioso di linee spezzate e alternanze cromatiche. Lo affiancheranno in
questa impresa Pier Luigi Nervi e Ferruccio Rossetti. Gio Ponti dà vita a un progetto
"classico moderno", dove arte e architettura si fondono, dimostrando di aver superato i
limiti dettati dalle mode del tempo. E pone così le basi di un nuovo corso nelle relazioni
culturali tra Italia e Svezia.
The relationship of architecture to the human body is a centuries-long and complex
one, but not always symmetrical. This book opens a space for historians of the visual
arts, archaeologists, architects, and digital humanities professionals to reflect upon
embodiment, spatiality, science, and architecture in pre?modern and modern cultural
contexts. Architecture and the Body, Science and Culture poses one overarching
question: How does a period’s understanding of bodies as objects of science impinge
upon architectural thought and design? The answers are sophisticated, interdisciplinary
explorations of theory, technology, symbolism, medicine, violence, psychology,
deformity, and salvation, and they have unexpected and fascinating implications for
architectural design and history. The new research published in this volume
reinvigorates the Western survey-style trajectory from Archaic Greece to post?war
Europe with scientifically?framed, body?centred provocations. By adding the third
factor—science—to the architecture and body equation, this book presents a nuanced
appreciation for architectural creativity and its embeddedness in other sets of social,
institutional and political relationships. In so doing, it spatializes body theory and ties it
to the experience of the built environment in ways that disturb traditional boundaries
between the architectural container and the corporeally contained.
This book comprises a series of 22 case studies by renowned experts and new
scholars in the field of architecture competition research. In 2015, it constitutes the
most comprehensive survey of the dynamics behind the definition, organization,
judging, archiving and publishing of architectural, landscape and urban design
competitions in the world. These richly documented contributions revolve around a few
questions that can be summarized in a two-fold critical interrogation: How can design
competitions - these historical democratic devices, both praised and dreaded by
designers - be considered laboratories for the production of environmental design
quality, and, ultimately, for the renewing of culture and knowledge? Includes 340
illustrations, bibliographical references and index of over 200 cited competitions.
Keywords: Architecture / International competitions / Architectural judgment / Design
thinking / Digital archiving (databases) / Architectural publications / Architectural
experimentation / Landscape architecture / Urban studies
Gathering his most compelling essays and addresses from the last fifty years in one
accessible volume, this book looks at the pioneering ideas that underpin Sim Van der
Ryn’s ecological design philosophy. It offers a unique decade-by-decade retrospective
of the key issues in environmental design, beginning with the most recent years and
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looking back to the 1960s. With an introductory chapter and further recommended
reading for each decade, this book is key reading for any architect or designer
practising today, and students will find a wealth of knowledge with which to support
their studies. The author’s beautiful illustrations, painted in a corresponding timescale
to the chapters, offer further insight into the way he understands the challenges of
humanity’s stewardship of our planet.
Ancient Chinese architecture is not only a source of reference for modern Chinese
design, it has also had an international influence and attracted global attention.
Moreover, architectural remains in China reveal much about the history of this ancient
civilisation. The palaces, gardens, temples, tombs and dwellings of the Chinese people
reflect, for example, the military achievements of the Qin emperor, the spirit of the Tang
Dynasty, the palace intrigues of the Ming Dynasty, the diversity of Chinese culture
through the ages and the skill of countless generations of craftsmen and labourers.
Chinese Architecture provides an accessible, illustrated introduction to this essential
part of China's cultural heritage.
An examination of architecture and art as a screen of vital cultural memory that
considers museum culture, visual technology, and the border of public and private
space. In this thoughtful collection of essays on the relationship of architecture and the
arts, Giuliana Bruno addresses the crucial role that architecture plays in the production
of art and the making of public intimacy. As art melts into spatial construction and
architecture mobilizes artistic vision, Bruno argues, a new moving space—a screen of
vital cultural memory—has come to shape our visual culture. Taking on the central topic
of museum culture, Bruno leads the reader on a series of architectural promenades
from modernity to our times. Through these "museum walks," she demonstrates how
artistic collection has become a culture of recollection, and examines the public space
of the pavilion as reinvented in the moving-image art installation of Turner Prize
nominees Jane and Louise Wilson. Investigating the intersection of science and art,
Bruno looks at our cultural obsession with techniques of imaging and its effect on the
privacy of bodies and space. She finds in the work of artist Rebecca Horn a notable
combination of the artistic and the scientific that creates an architecture of public
intimacy. Considering the role of architecture in contemporary art that refashions our
"lived space"—and the work of contemporary artists including Rachel Whiteread, Mona
Hatoum, and Guillermo Kuitca—Bruno argues that architecture is used to define the
frame of memory, the border of public and private space, and the permeability of
exterior and interior space. Architecture, Bruno contends, is not merely a matter of
space, but an art of time.

By examining the Japanese history of buildings and building designs from
prehistory to modern day, lovers of Japan will develop a deeper understanding
and appreciation of this island country. Simplicity, sensitivity to the natural
environment, and the use of natural materials are the hallmarks of Japanese
architecture. The Art of Japanese Architecture provides a broad overview of
traditional Japanese architecture in its historical and cultural context. It begins
with a discussion of prehistoric dwellings and concludes with a description of
modern Japanese buildings. Important historical influences and trends—notably
the introduction of Buddhist culture from Korea and China, the development of
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feudalism, and the influence of modern Western styles of building—are all
discussed in detail as facets of Japanese design. Through all of these changes, a
restrained architectural tradition developed in marked contrast to an exuberant
tradition characterized by monumentality and the use of bold colors. The book
provides tremendous insights into the dynamic nature of Japanese architecture
and how it reflects an underlying diversity within Japanese culture. The book is
profusely illustrated with over 370 color photographs, woodblock prints, maps,
diagrams, and specially commissioned watercolors. A classic in the making, The
Art of Japanese Architecture will be sure to enlighten and delight readers.
This book contains a unique collection of various perspectives on the relationship
between structures and the forms and spaces of architecture. As such it provides
students and professionals alike with an essential sourcebook that can be mined
for visual inspiration as well as for textually rich and authoritative insight into the
links between structure, architecture, and cultural context. The chapters address
fundamental structural elements and systems: columns, walls, beams, trusses,
frames, tensile structures, arches, domes and shells. Each chapter is subdivided
into two parts: • The essays – introduce the chapters with the reprinting of a
curated set of essays and excerpts by various authors that uniquely address how
particular structural elements or systems relate in essential fashion to
architectural design concepts. • The model studies – physical models of the
overall structural systems of several notable contemporary buildings from
Europe, North and South America, Africa and Asia are illustrated with large
photographs, detail close-ups, and views of their external forms and internal
spaces that establish the exceptional qualities of these projects in connecting
structural form to architectural design objectives. Mosaic layouts complete the
chapters with a collection of photographs of yet more models whose particular
details and unique features serve to extend the visual repertoire of the structural
type being considered. The combination, juxtaposition and mutual positive
reinforcement of these two collections, one largely textual and the other image
based, provides the reader with unique and multifaceted insights into how
structural forms and systems can be related to architectural design intentions.
Conveyed by a strong and deliberate graphical design format, this assembly of
materials gets to the very essence of structures within the context of architecture,
and will inspire students and practitioners alike to make strategic design
decisions for their own projects.
An Essay Concerning the Project considers the practice of architectural design
as it has developed during the last two centuries. In this challenging interpretation
of design education and its effect on design process and products, Argentinean
scholar Alfonso Corona-Martinez emphasizes the distinction between an
architectural project, created in the architect’s mind and materialized as a set of
drawings on paper, and the realized three-dimensional building. Corona-Martinez
demonstrates how representation plays a substantial role in determining both the
notion and the character of architecture, and he traces this relationship from the
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Renaissance into the Modern era, giving detailed considerations of Functionalism
and Typology. His argument clarifies the continuity in the practice of design
method through the nineteenth and twentieth centuries, a continuity that has
been obscured by the emphasis on changing goals instead of design procedures,
and examines the influences of modernity and the legend of the Bauhaus.
Architectural schooling, he suggests, has had a decisive role in the transmission
of these practices. He concludes that the methods formalized in Beaux Arts
teaching are not only still with us but are in good part responsible for the stylistic
instability that haunts Modern architecture. Abstract but not abstruse, An Essay
Concerning the Project provides clear information for a deeper understanding of
the process of design and its results. More so than any other recent text, it shows
the scope and richness of the field of speculation in architecture. It presents
subtle considerations that must be mastered if an architect is to properly use
typology, the means of representation, and the elements of composition and in
architecture. Students, teachers, and practitioners alike will benefit from its
warning about the deeper aspects of the endeavor of architecture.
The study of vernacular architecture explores the characteristics of domestic
buildings in particular regions or localities, and the many social and cultural
factors that have contributed to their evolution. In this book, vernacular
architecture specialist Paul Oliver brings together a wealth of information that
spans over two decades, and the whole globe. Some previously unpublished
papers, as well as those only available in hard to find conference proceedings,
are brought together in one volume to form a fascinating reference for students
and professional architects, as well as all those involved with planning housing
schemes in their home countries and overseas.
Brought together for the first time - the seminal writing on architecture by key
philosophers and cultural theorist of the twentieth century. Issues around the built
environment are increasingly central to the study of the social sciences and
humanities. The essays offer a refreshing take on the question of architecture
and provocatively rethink many of the accepted tenets of architecture theory from
a broader cultural perspective. The book represents a careful selection of the
very best theoretical writings on the ideas which have shaped our cities and our
experiences of architecture. As such, Rethinking Architecture provides invaluable
core source material for students on a range of courses.
Drawing on sociological theories to assist understanding of how political power
operates in the cultural sphere, The Sociology of Architecture frames the
discipline as a field of symbolic and material conflict over social identities. This
volume contests the notion of architecture as an apolitical endeavor and
suggests that major architectural projects can act as tangible expressions of the
ultimately contested nature of collective identities, thus shedding light on how
those with power both legitimate and mark their position in the world.
Culture, Architecture and NatureAn Ecological Design RetrospectiveRoutledge
Architecture for a Free Subjectivity reformulates the French philosopher Gilles
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Deleuze's model of subjectivity for architecture, by surveying the prolific effects of
architectural encounter, and the spaces that figure in them. For Deleuze and his
Lacanian collaborator Félix Guattari, subjectivity does not refer to a person, but to
the potential for and event of matter becoming subject, and the myriad ways for
this to take place. By extension, this book theorizes architecture as a selfactuating or creative agency for the liberation of purely "impersonal effects."
Imagine a chemical reaction, a riot in the banlieues, indeed a walk through a city.
Simone Brott declares that the architectural object does not merely take part in
the production of subjectivity, but that it constitutes its own. This book is to date
the only attempt to develop Deleuze's philosophy of subjectivity in singularly
architectural terms. Through a screening of modern and postmodern, American
and European works, this provocative volume draws the reader into a close
encounter with architectural interiors, film scenes, and other arrangements, while
interrogating the discourses of subjectivity surrounding them, and the evacuation
of the subject in the contemporary discussion. The impersonal effects of
architecture radically changes the methodology, just as it reimagines architectural
subjectivity for the twenty-first century.
In this polemical work, journalist Martin Pawley argues that the British obsession
with the architectural past is a cultural dead end with no relevance to the
technological age. He describes a vision of architecture for the next century.
The three basic questions of EBS are (1) What bio-social, psychological, and
cultural characteristics of human beings influence which characteristics of the
built environment?; (2) What effects do which aspects of which environments
have on which groups of people, under what circumstances, and when, why, and
how?; and (3) Given this two-way interaction between people and environments,
there must be mechanisms that link them. What are these
mechanisms?Focusing on answers to these and other questions, "Culture,
Architecture, and Design" discusses the relationship between culture, the built
environment, and design by showing that the purpose of design is to create
environments that suit users and is, therefore, user-oriented. Design must also
be based on knowledge of how people and environments interact. Thus, design
needs to respond to culture. In discussing (1) the nature and role of EnvironmentBehavior Studies (EBS); (2) the types of environments; (3) the importance of
culture; (4) preference, choice, and design; (5) the nature of culture; (6) the scale
of culture; and (7) how to make culture usable, Amos Rapoport states that there
needs to be a ?change from designing for one?s own culture to understanding
and designing for users? cultures and basing design on research in EBS,
anthropology, and other relevant fields. Such changes should transform
architecture and design so that it, in fact, does what it claims to do and is
supposed to do ? create better (i.e., more supportive) environments.?
The Phenomenon of Architecture in Cultures in Change focuses on the study of
architectural design and its impact in the developing world. The book first
elaborates on architectural function and problems and building problems.
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Discussions focus on a unified form of classification to characterize building
context, architecture and society, development process and the building process,
understanding of architectural form, and exploring architecture. The text then
ponders on economy, intentions, ideas, and method in design. Topics include
method in design work, formal articulation and architectural expression, synthesis
of critical approaches, architectural ideas, search for system in design work, and
economy and the design process. The manuscript examines education and
architecture and community, as well as urbanizing rural region, residential urban
renewal, and town design service. The book is a dependable source of data for
architects and researchers interested in the phenomenon of architecture.
This book brings together a series of new and historical case studies to show
how different phases of globalization are transforming the built environment.
Taking a broad interdisciplinary approach, the author draws on sociological,
geographical, cultural and postcolonial studies to provide a critical account of the
development of three key concepts: global culture, post colonialism, and
modernity. Subsequent case studies examine how global economic, political and
cultural forces shape the forms of architectural and urban modernity in globalized
suburbs and spaces in major cities worldwide. The first book to combine global
and postcolonial theoretical approaches to the built environment and to illustrate
these with examples, Spaces of Global Cultures argues for a more historical and
interdisciplinary understanding of globalization: one that places material space
and the built environment at the centre and calls for new theories to address new
conditions.
Microservices can have a positive impact on your enterprise—just ask Amazon
and Netflix—but you can fall into many traps if you don’t approach them in the
right way. This practical guide covers the entire microservices landscape,
including the principles, technologies, and methodologies of this unique, modular
style of system building. You’ll learn about the experiences of organizations
around the globe that have successfully adopted microservices. In three parts,
this book explains how these services work and what it means to build an
application the Microservices Way. You’ll explore a design-based approach to
microservice architecture with guidance for implementing various elements. And
you’ll get a set of recipes and practices for meeting practical, organizational, and
cultural challenges to microservice adoption. Learn how microservices can help
you drive business objectives Examine the principles, practices, and culture that
define microservice architectures Explore a model for creating complex systems
and a design process for building a microservice architecture Learn the
fundamental design concepts for individual microservices Delve into the
operational elements of a microservices architecture, including containers and
service discovery Discover how to handle the challenges of introducing
microservice architecture in your organization
"This small book, concerning both material culture and the history of ideas in
architecture, recalls the pensive meditations of Alvar Aalto, Peter Zumthor and
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Alvaro Siza, similar architect-teachers to whom Tuomey refers." "At once
philosophical and poetic, Tuomey's argument is bookended by two
juxtapositions: firstly, the strange relationship between the autonomous aspects
of architecture, such as the discipline of structure, on the one hand, and the
vernacular tradition of construction and craft on the other. Secondly, the tension
between what Seamus Heany calls, 'two orders of knowledge, the practical and
the poetic', which Tuomey seeks to reconcile as a sense of personal duty to the
ethical function of architecture."--BOOK JACKET.
The third volume in the University of California Humanities Research Institute
Series, this book brings together prominent literary theorists and architects to
offer a variety of perspectives on the relation between postmodernism and
architecture. The contributors include such luminaries from the forefront of literary
studies as J. Hillis Miller, Jacques Derrida, and Jean-Francois Lyotard; the
architects Peter Eisenman, Frank Gehry, and Robert Stern offer their
perspectives on the critical role of architecture and contemporary culture. The
high caliber of the discourse and the variety of approaches included will draw a
scholarly audience from a wide range of disciplines.
Cultural Architecture: A Path to Creating Vitalized Congregations, by Douglas A.
Hill, shifts the conversation about congregational vitality squarely onto cultural
development. Hill makes the case that Jesus's concern was for generating a
human culture that produces life for all and that the church is to serve as the
foundation for such a culture. Hill utilizes insights from the fields of
Bible/theology, ecclesiology, organizational intelligence, anthropology, and
psychology. His integration of theory and examples for practical application guide
congregational leaders in becoming culturally aware as they engage in strategic
congregational development. Hill casts a vision that he calls "anchor church" in
which vitalized congregations apply his system of cultural architecture while
accompanying struggling congregations on a path toward redevelopment. He
also provides vision for how denominations and judicatories can support
congregations in their quest for vitality. Cultural Architecture: A Path to Creating
Vitalized Congregations serves to assist pastors and leaders as they guide their
congregations through the painstaking and intensive process of redevelopment. It
provides hands-on tools to guide congregational leaders in creating vision, core
values, and strategic plans. It is a valuable resource to professors of practical
theology and internship supervisors as they instruct students in organizational
development. Judicatory leaders can utilize this book for training their pastors
and leaders in cultural awareness as it relates to congregational development.
Although Hill's approach is grounded in his experiences within the Evangelical
Lutheran Church in America, his systems for cultural architecture can be applied
to congregations of any denomination.
Today’s explosive developments in digital technology have also affected
architecture and the urban landscape. The new possibilities opened up by digital
simulation have led to an increasingly strategic approach to planning, an
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approach based on generating scenarios, which thus represents a radical
departure from traditional planning. From the preliminary sketch all the way to the
production of individual building components, digital tools offer new possibilities
that were still inconceivable just a few years ago. This volume provides a
profound introduction to the important role of digital technologies in design and
execution. In four chapters, the author systematically examines the influence of
digital culture on architecture but also on the urban landscape as well as product
design. The relationship of digital architecture to the city is also an important
focus.
'Instead of tuning the consumer to the machine we can now tune the machine to
the consumer' This edited collection of essays, now in its second edition, brings
together the author's key writings on the cultural, technological and theoretical
developments reshaping Modern architecture into a responsive and diverse
movement for the twenty-first century. Chris Abel approaches his subject from a
wide range of knowledge, including cybernetics, philosophy, new human science
and development planning, as well as his experience as a teacher and critic on
four continents. The result is a unique global perspective on the changing nature
of Modern architecture at the turn of the millennium. Including two new chapters,
this revised and expanded second edition offers radical insights into such topics
as: the impact of information technology on customized architecture production;
the relations between tradition and innovation; prospects for a global eco-culture,
and the local and global forces shaping the architecture and cities of Asia. Chris
Abel is an architectural writer and educator, based in Malta. He has taught at
major universities in the UK, North and South America, Southeast Asia and the
Middle East and is a contributor to numerous international journals and other
publications. He currently holds visiting appointments at the University of Malta
and the University of the Phillippines.
Architecture has long been understood as a cultural discipline able to articulate the
human condition and lift the human spirit, yet the spirituality of architecture is rarely
directly addressed in academic scholarship. The seventeen chapters provide a diverse
range of perspectives, grouped according to topical themes: Being in the World;
Sacred, Secular, and the Contemporary Condition; Symbolic Engagements; Sacred
Landscapes; and Spirituality and the Designed Environment. Even though the authors’
approach the subject from a range of disciplines and theoretical positions, all share
interests in the need to rediscover, redefine, or reclaim the sacred in everyday
experience, scholarly analysis, and design.
Architecture Culture 1943-1968 is an anthology of seventy-four international documents
with critical commentary. Both a sourcebook and a companion history of architecture,
the volume traces the evolution of modern architecture from the midst of the Second
World War to the student revolts of May '68. Many of the selections are from hard-tofind sources, and some are translated into English for the first time. Readers will
discover a rich and illuminating array of material from a period crucial to understanding
the present time.
The study of vernacular architecture explores the characteristics of domestic buildings
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in particular regions or localities, and the many social and cultural factors that have
contributed to their evolution. In this book, vernacular architecture specialist Paul Oliver
brings together a wealth of information that spans over two decades, and the whole
globe. Some previously unpublished papers, as well as those only available in hard to
find conference proceedings, are brought together in one volume to form a fascinating
reference for students and professional architects, as well as all those involved with
planning housing schemes in their home countries and overseas. * Draws together a
fascninating collection of elusive essays from a leading author on vernacular
architecture * Includes research and case studies from all continents * Covers a wide
range of issues relating to vernacular architecture including economies, technologies,
inherited skills, social and family structures, physical needs, belief systems and
symbolism
This book is concerned with cultural and political discourses that affect the production
of architecture. It examines how these discursive mechanisms and technologies
combine to normalise and aestheticise everyday practices. It queries the means by
which buildings are appropriated to give shape and form to political aspirations and
values. Architecture is not overtly political. It does not coerce people to behave in
certain ways. However, architecture is constructed within the same rules and practices
whereby people and communities self-govern and regulate themselves to think and act
in certain ways. This book seeks to examine these rules through various case studies
including: the reconstructed Notre Dame Cathedral, the Nazi era Munich Konigsplatz,
Auschwitz concentration camp and the Prora resort, Sydney’s suburban race riots, and
the Australian Immigration Detention Centre on Christmas Island.
Architecture has always been found in a space between its economic and cultural
values. Yet these values are often seen as compromised by, or contingent upon, forces
outside the discipline: property prices, real estate markets, and the vicissitudes of local
and global economies. The intersections of cultural and economic values are especially
conspicuous in architectural heritage, where conflicts between them are most publicly
and passionately contested. This book examines the different sites and occasions
where such values are bestowed, exchanged, and can create friction through a
collection of essays that tackle concrete cases, both historical and contemporary.
The idea that buildings could be used to reform human behaviour and improve society
was fundamental to the 'modernist' architecture and planning of people like Walter
Gropius, Le Corbusier and José Luis Sert in the first half of the 20th century. Their
proposals for functional zoning, multi-level transport, high-rise living, and machineinspired aesthetics came under attack from the 1950s onwards, and many alternative
approaches to architecture and planning emerged. It was thought that the
environmental determinist strand of the discourse was killed off at this time as well. This
book argues that it was not, but on the contrary, that it has deepened and diversified.
Many of the most prominent architect-planners continue to design with a view to
improving the behaviour of individual people and of society at large. By looking at - and
interviewing - major figures and movements of recent years in Britain, Europe and
America, including Léon Krier, Peter Eisenman, Andrés Duany, Jane Jacobs, Robert
Venturi and Denise Scott Brown, it demonstrates the myriad ways that architectplanners seek to shape human behaviour through buildings. In doing so, the book
raises awareness of this strand within the discourse and examines its different
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purposes and manifestations. It questions whether it is an ineradicable and beneficial
part of architecture and planning, or a regrettable throwback to a more authoritarian
phase, discusses why is it seldom acknowledged directly and whether it could be
handled more responsibly and with greater understanding. Richards does not provide
any simple solutions but in conclusion, is critical of architect-planners who abuse the
rhetoric of social reform simply to leverage their attempts to secure building
commissions, while being more sympathetic towards those who appear to have a
sincere desire to improve society through their buildings.
This book focuses on the role architects and architecture are playing in the process of
political and cultural negotiation.
Exploring the ambiguities of how we define the word ‘culture’ in our global society, this
book identifies its imprint on architectural ideas. It examines the historical role of the
cultural in architectural production and expression, looking at meaning and
communication, tracing the formations of cultural identities. Chapters written by
international academics in history, theory and philosophy of architecture, examine how
different modes of representation throughout history have drawn profound meanings
from cultural practices and beliefs. These are as diverse as the designs they inspire
and include religious, mythic, poetic, political, and philosophical references.
Reflections on Architecture, Society and Politics brings together a series of thirteen
interview-articles by Graham Cairns in collaboration with some of the most prominent
polemic thinkers and critical practitioners from the fields of architecture and the social
sciences, including Noam Chomsky, Peggy Deamer, Robert A.M. Stern, Daniel
Libeskind and Kenneth Frampton. Each chapter explores the relationship between
architecture and socio-political issues through discussion of architectural theories and
projects, citing specific issues and themes that have led to, and will shape, the various
aspects of the current and future built environment. Ranging from Chomsky’s
examination of the US–Mexico border as the architecture of oppression to Robert A.M.
Stern’s defence of projects for the Disney corporation and George W. Bush, this book
places politics at the center of issues within contemporary architecture.

Contemporary architecture in Switzerland is influenced by Peter Zumthor and
Herzog & de Meuron, recipients of the Swiss Pritzker Prize, as well as a number
of other prominent architects. The book presents 25 buildings in Switzerland
designed by 16 influential Swiss architects: The range covers high-density urban
developments through to rural sites in the alpine environment, with examples of
traditional craftsmanship and materials, and modern construction technology and
engineering. Large-format photographs illustrate the buildings' proportions,
materials, and details. Four authors analyze the Swiss building culture and its
high architectural quality from an insider's and an outsider's point of view. In a
detailed interview, Peter Zumthor explains his approach to architectural design.
Culture and Architecture: An Integrated History is a brief survey of architectural
history, from its pre-historic origins to the present day. It looks at the great works
of architecture not only for their aesthetic values, but for their integral
relationships with cultures and civilizations. Without their stories, history, and
mythology, these monuments are merely brick, stone, mortar, and glass.
Designed to be used in a single semester, but adaptable for a full year, Culture
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and Architecture is organized into five major time divisions that are introduced
with a brief historical summary. Chapters begin with a timeline, and include
photographs and drawings of the most important works during that period.
Culture and Architecture is an ideal course book for students in foreign studies,
art, anthropology, history, or anyone interested in architecture and culture. Leo
Hansen is an adjunct professor in the School of Architecture, a department of the
College of Design and Social Inquiry at Florida Atlantic University. He earned a
Bachelor of Architecture degree from the University of Notre Dame (1978) and a
Master of Arts in Liberal Studies degree from the University of Miami (2003), for
which he received an Award of Academic Merit. He is a member of the Society of
Architectural Historians and the American Institute of Architects.
First published in 1996, The Eyes of the Skin has become a classic of
architectural theory. It asks the far-reaching question why, when there are five
senses, has one single sense – sight – become so predominant in architectural
culture and design? With the ascendancy of the digital and the all-pervasive use
of the image electronically, it is a subject that has become all the more pressing
and topical since the first edition’s publication in the mid-1990s. Juhani
Pallasmaa argues that the suppression of the other four sensory realms has led
to the overall impoverishment of our built environment, often diminishing the
emphasis on the spatial experience of a building and architecture’s ability to
inspire, engage and be wholly life enhancing. For every student studying
Pallasmaa’s classic text for the first time, The Eyes of the Skin is a revelation. It
compellingly provides a totally fresh insight into architectural culture. This third
edition meets readers’ desire for a further understanding of the context of
Pallasmaa’s thinking by providing a new essay by architectural author and
educator Peter MacKeith. This text combines both a biographical portrait of
Pallasmaa and an outline of his architectural thinking, its origins and its
relationship to the wider context of Nordic and European thought, past and
present. The focus of the essay is on the fundamental humanity, insight and
sensitivity of Pallasmaa’s approach to architecture, bringing him closer to the
reader. This is illustrated by Pallasmaa’s sketches and photographs of his own
work. The new edition also provides a foreword by the internationally renowned
architect Steven Holl and a revised introduction by Pallasmaa himself.
Architecture displays the values involved in its inhabitation, construction,
procurement and design. It traces the thinking of the individuals who have
participated in it, their relationships, and their involvement in the cultures where
they lived and worked. In this way, buildings, their details, and the documents
used to make them, can be read closely for cultural insights. Introducing the idea
of reading buildings as cultural artefacts, this book presents perceptive readings
by eminent writers which demonstrate the power of this approach. The chapters
show that close readings of architecture and its materials can test commonplace
assumptions, help architects to appreciate the contexts in which they work, and
indicate ways to think more astutely about design. The readings collected in this
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innovative and accessible book address buildings, specifications and
photographs. They range in time from the fifteenth century – examining the only
surviving drawing made by Leon Battista Alberti – to the recent past – projects
completed by Norman Foster in 2006 and Herzog and De Meuron in 2008. They
range geographically from France to Puerto Rico to Kazakhstan and they range
in fame from buildings celebrated by critics to house extensions and motorway
service areas. Taken together, these essays demonstrate important research
methods which yield powerful insights for designers, critics and historians, and
lessons for students.
The Routledge Companion to Women in Architecture illuminates the names of
pioneering women who over time continue to foster, shape, and build cultural,
spiritual, and physical environments in diverse regions around the globe. It
uncovers the remarkable evolution of women’s leadership, professional
perspectives, craftsmanship, and scholarship in architecture from the
preindustrial age to the present. The book is organized chronologically in five
parts, outlining the stages of women’s expanding engagement, leadership, and
contributions to architecture through the centuries. It contains twenty-nine
chapters written by thirty-three recognized scholars committed to probing broader
topographies across time and place and presenting portraits of practicing
architects, leaders, teachers, writers, critics, and other kinds of professionals in
the built environment. The intertwined research sets out debates, questions, and
projects around women in architecture, stimulates broader studies and
discussions in emerging areas, and becomes a catalyst for academic programs
and future publications on the subject. The novelty of this volume is in presenting
not only a collection of case studies but in broadening the discipline by advancing
an incisive overview of the topic as a whole. It is an invaluable resource for
architectural historians, academics, students, and professionals.
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